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Day 1 We arrive at our hotel which is tucked away on a tree lined road in a small 

Highland hamlet. David does all the picking up from airports and railway 

stations and has dinner with the group on the first night as Sally is on her last 

day of isolation after a bout of Covid. Fortunately she was symptom free and 

is ready to join the group tomorrow. 

 

Day 2 Sally arrives as expected to join the group for breakfast and to chat about 

the holiday. We meet in the lounge before hand and then talk about the 

plans for the week ahead and what the day holds. The weather isn’t great 

and with very low cloud we need to shuffle our schedule around a bit. After 

breakfast we head to Grantown-on-Spey to see what we can find along the 

River Spey. First we go to the Inverallan Cemetery car park here we watch 

Goldeneye and several Common Sandpipers, perhaps six individuals,  

all squabbling over territories and pairing up. 

 

 We now move on to the Old Spey Bridge where we see a man with  

a camera pointing straight down onto the river, there’s a Dipper right 

beneath us!! We stand and watch a pair of Dippers who are ferrying food 

back and fore to a nest out of sight below us. Along the edge of the river  

we also spot a handsome Grey Wagtail working its way along the bank near 

the Dipper. 

 

 We continue our morning by the River Spey by moving on to Broomhill 

Bridge where we immediately bump into two more dippers busily feeding 

along the gravelly shore. Anne and Jean spot our first Swallows overhead and 

there are a few Sand Martins zipping about. As we stand on the old bridge  

it shakes when vehicles pass and we spot Goldeneye down the river and 

then one flies low over the bridge we have been standing on just before  

we get back in the van.  

 

 Our next stop is the Loch Garten nature centre, previously the  

Osprey Centre. Our visit here is primarily to see the live screens showing  

a White-tailed Eagle and Goshawk nest, the footage is amazing but of course 

we really want to see the real thing but no way are we going to see such 

intimate views of these amazing raptors. 



 At the hide we see a single female Osprey shyly hiding behind the camera 

tree, we hear that the male isn’t feeding her well and giving her the right 

attention so the staff at the centre are keeping their fingers crossed that  

he gets his act together and they have eggs soon. We drive round to the 

Mallachie car park where we start our walk through the forest listening for 

Crested Tit and newly arrived spring migrants. 

 

 We stop at the first beach at Loch Garten to admire the view, in the 

distance we can see Lapwing and Goldeneye. As we approach Loch 

Mallachie Sally hears a Redstart singing and spots one perched high on one 

of the Pine trees. Most of the group manage to get scope views of a stunning 

male but Dawn and Peter miss the bird as it flies off only to be replaced five 

minutes later by a Tree Pipit spotted by Dawn.  

 

 At the Loch we spend time just soaking in the view and watching the pairs  

of Goldeneye and their courtship behavior. Sally is hearing Crossbill calling 

and eventually we are treated to wonderful views of them perched high  

in the pines on the island. A red male and green female show brilliantly 

despite the rather dull conditions. On our return journey we feel fulfilled  

by our morning of birding and keep listening out for Crested Tit, we hear  

a Treecreeper and stop to look. A group of tits move through the canopy 

and amongst them Sally spots a ‘Crestie’, they are moving quickly so not easy 

to see. We spend some time hoping they will return but eventually move  

on. As we reach the car park high in the huge pines a ‘Crestie’ calls but there 

is no movement so we continue on to find a lunch spot. As we pass the 

head of the loch we spot two Speyside Wildlife vans parked, Roy, Olly, 

Harris and Wayne and the ID course are here. We decide to have lunch 

with them and then head off to the Findhorn Valley. 

 

 We drive slowly along the road spying in the fields and river  

as we go, another Dipper, that’s five already and only day one of the trip!  

At the first gateway stop, the fields and air are full of waders, displaying 

Lapwings, calling Curlews and a stunning group of Golden Plover. In the river 

below us we can see Oystercatchers and Redshank. The air is filled with 

Meadow Pipits, almost like a swarm of them and we finally manage to see  

a Willow Warbler having heard them sing all morning. We pass a pleasant 

half hour watching the bird activity before continuing our drive up the road. 

There is hardly anyone about, we park the van and walk up a track looking 

for mountain hare. The field is full of Feral Goats and their kids, who slyly 

move away from us as we approach.  

 

 At the woods the air is once more filled with song, this time its mainly 

Chaffinches but again a Treecreeper who clambers along the walls  

of a derelict building in and out of the lichen covered stones. There is a mix 

of tits and Siskins but sadly no ‘Cresties’. We start scanning the slopes 



looking for mountain hare and eventually Sally spots one up on the hillside. 

It’s very difficult to pick up even with bins at this distance. A man comes  

by and says we missed an eagle whilst we were watching the group of small 

birds which is very frustrating so we comfort ourselves with thinking it must 

have been a Buzzard!!  

 

 On our route we see a stunning Wheatear and then we retrace our steps 

and take a slow drive back down the road. Heading back to the A9 Sally 

spots Red Kite and then she checks a second raptor and it’s a Golden Eagle, 

only Jean really gets on it and so we try and find the bird which disappears 

behind the trees, its difficult to tell which direction its going in, no luck!  

We head back to the hotel for an early dinner and then we are off to the 

mammal hide. 

 

 Harris meets us in the car park and tells us what to expect. He walks  

us through the gardens and tells us some interesting facts about some of the 

plants. We arrive in the hide and Harris puts out the bait for animals and  

we sit expectantly. We don’t have to wait long. First one Badger and then 

finally we have seven Badgers in front of us. The Badgers clear up every last 

morsel and one by one they disappear. Harris tells us a bit about Badger 

anatomy as we sit hoping that a Pine Marten turns up. We are lucky!!  

A stunning male eventually arrives and treats us to some magnificent  

views. A pristine animal who Harris tells us is going into its summer coat. 

When the Marten leaves so do we, it’s been a long day. On the route  

we see a very close Tawny who flies right in front of the van but the roads 

are otherwise quiet. 

 

Day 3 The morning is once again rather dull but we head in the direction of Dava 

Moor with a slight detour to Carrbridge along the Carr Road. Our first stop 

is to clean the windows but that also gives us views of large flocks  

of Pink-footed Geese, fields full of waders, loads of Brown Hare and Roe 

Deer, not a bad scoop for an unplanned stop!! Further along we stop to look 

for Snipe, one calls but we can’t spot it but we do see a pair of Redshank 

and displaying Lapwing in a muddy cattle field. We stop at the loos  

in Carrbridge where Dawn admires the chainsaw sculptures and we bump 

into one of our other guides, Duncan, who tells us about a recent arrest  

of a man venturing onto a Capercaillie lek. We continue up Station Road, 

near the end we stop and scan for a while in the hope of seeing White-tailed 

Eagle. Peter enjoys photographing a singing Chaffinch whilst everyone else 

scans around for an eagle. Sally eventually spots what looks like a large bird 

sitting on top of a hillside, she calls John over to see what he thinks,  

John agrees it looks like a White-tailed Eagle. We call everyone over but 

before they get to the scope John sees the bird take off and though we see 

it briefly again it is a fleeting and very, very distant view but a White-tailed 

Eagle none the less!  



 We move on to our next stop, Dava Moor. We stop first to photograph 

Red Grouse by the road from a layby. We continue on and see more and 

more very photogenic Red Grouse as we go. Despite some pretty careful 

scanning of the loch we do not find our target bird here, we are hoping for 

Black-throated Diver but sadly there is no sign of them. From where we are 

stopped we see a lamb in distress, its hard for us to ignore as it comes over 

to us bleating and then just sits away from all the other sheep.  

 

 We see and hear Common Sandpipers by the loch and out on the water 

various waterfowl get us excited that we have found the divers but they are 

either Goldeneye or Mallard. As we leave the loch we see a lady pushing  

a pushchair, we ask if she knows who is responsible for the sheep and  

she lets us know she will contact the shepherdess and let her know  

about the lamb, we are all relieved and pleased to have been able  

to do something about it.  

 

 Its late morning now so we head on north towards the coast where we are 

looking for a lunch stop. At Burghead we make a short comfort stop at the 

harbour and then park up to scan out to sea. The last two days have been 

pretty cold so we are wrapped up well and shelter from the wind behind the 

van. John spots an amazingly camouflaged group of Turnstone and Purple 

Sandpiper. Out to sea, Gannet, Eider and Common Scoter and our first 

Sandwich Tern of the year.  

 

 Our next stop is Hopeman Harbour looking for Sanderling which we are 

probably too late for and we don’t see. Then we move on to Lossiemouth 

and just as we arrive there is an Osprey overhead. Its not keen to hang 

around though and before Peter has chance to get out of the van with his 

camera its away. On the river there are a lot of mixed Gulls including  

a handsome Lesser Black-backed Gull. 

 

 We spend some time sifting through the gulls and looking to see what else  

is around but its fairly quiet so we head on to Loch Spynie. As we arrive, the 

feeders are relatively quiet but everyone is thrilled with the number  

of Yellowhammers that are around. The Tree Sparrows are very shy today 

and hide away in the thick snowberry bushes. We hear Willow Warbler, 

Chiffchaff  and Blackcap. On the loch amongst the Tufted Duck we find the 

Ring-necked Duck who is busy feeding and so not so easy to spot as it dives 

up and down in the group. 

 

 We enjoy close views of Great Crested Grebes and very distant views  

of Reed Buntings in the reeds at the back of the loch. A couple in the hide 

tell Sally that they have had good views of divers off Roseisle so Sally decides 

we can squeeze in a visit. On our return to the hotel we pop in to Roseisle 

and quickly spot Great Northern Diver and a White-billed Diver. We have 



fly pasts of more noisy Sandwich Tern and some stunning Red-breasted 

Mergansers before getting back in the van and driving back to the hotel. 

 

Day 4 Oh it’s a chilly start for us this morning but we head off towards Aviemore 

stopping on route at Avielochan where we are hoping to see Slavonian 

Grebe. Its cold and rainy and frankly spirits are low. However we must 

persevere knowing that the sight of a Slavonian Grebe is worth any effort  

in any weather. First of all we spot a Little Grebe, then Grey Wagtail working 

its way feeding on the far bank. Goldeneye are dotted around the loch 

feeding and displaying but our attention is focused on the far side of the 

Loch where we hope a grebe will come into sight. Sally can see that 

everyone is a bit fed up and so suggests we give it five more minutes.  

It seemed that within seconds Anne casually says “is that one there?” and 

sure enough a beautiful Slavonian Grebe comes into view and slips across 

the glass-like waters surface effortlessly. It starts feeding and then becomes 

more of a challenge to spot as it dips and dives along the edges of the loch. 

The mood of the group is instantly lifted by this delightful sight and the fact 

that the rain has stopped. We enjoy watching the grebe for another  

30 minutes and then move on to our next destination. 

 

 At Craigellachie National Nature reserve the weather turns murky again and 

our hopes of seeing or hearing any of our woodland songbirds reduce.  

We know we are early in the season for some but we are hopeful 

nonetheless. Overhead we see an Osprey through the trees. We see three 

Ospreys in total, possibly the same bird but we know we are just above the 

Ospreys favourite hunting ground, the local fish farm, so maybe we are 

seeing three individuals?? There isn’t a lot of activity in the woodland  

and looking up at the Peregrine nest we see nothing but Wood Pigeons 

which suggests the Peregrine is not in residence. We walk on through  

the delightful woodland and when we return and pass under the Peregrine 

crag we hear Kestrel calling, perhaps they have taken over the long 

established Peregrine nest?? 

 

 Its approaching lunchtime so we decide to look for a suitable lunch spot with 

a view. At Blackpark we park the van and enjoy the views to the mountains 

where we will be heading next. 

 

 We drive up to Cairngorm Mountain stopping first at the lower car park  

in the hope of spotting Ring Ouzel. We see nothing so drive up to the main 

car park where there is a whole load of work going on to repair the funicular 

railway. We park before the entrance as there is a barrier across and  

a charge being taken for parking. We walk in across the car park looking and 

listening for Ring Ouzel. We then walk up to the mountain garden and onto 

a track where a workman with a black eye tells us off because we were  

on a works access track, whoops!!! We spy Wheatear and another well 



camouflaged Mountain Hare high on the hill top. With the phone attachment 

on the scope we show two visitors who can’t believe the Hare is real.   

As we are all looking at the hare Sally spots a bird perched above  

it on a rock, it’s a Peregrine which perches just long enough for a few  

of us to see it before it takes to the wing and disappears out of sight.  

As we head back to the van another bird flies over, a fleeting glimpse, could 

it be a Snow Bunting, we decide not. 

 

 We drive down the mountain and stop for a short walk along the Glenmore 

track hoping to catch up with and get a better view of Crested Tit.  

This beautiful bit of forest is full of Willow Warbler song but no Cresties  

to be heard. Sally suggests this might be a good place to spot a Golden 

Eagle, lifts her bins and then says “oh, there’s one!” Distant Eagle views are 

definitely a theme for the holiday, but everyone does manage to catch sight 

of this one before it drops over the hill and out of sight. We drive  

on to Loch Insh and stop by the church to see if the Ospreys are  

in residence. The sun comes out and warms our backs and sets the birds 

singing. We have an elusive Blackcap and a group of Long-tailed Tits pass 

through. No activity on the nest until Jean calls us over and two Ospreys 

arrive on the nest. 

 

 We watch some courtship behavior and take a few photos before getting  

in the van to head down to Dunkeld for dinner. 

 

 We dine at the Atholl Arms Hotel prior to visiting Loch of the Lowes in the 

hope of seeing European Beaver. We arrive around eight and on route  

to the hides see Fallow Deer in the adjacent woodland. Our first task  

is to get into the hides. We have a key code but Sally can’t work out how  

to open the door! Then it dawns on us that the key code opens a key safe 

and that the key opens the door not the code. After some helpful ladies 

who are monitoring the Ospreys try to assist us we are finally in and settled 

in the hide. 

 

 Out on the loch we see a large group of roosting Goldeneye  

and Goosander. From the hide we have a great view of the Osprey nest and 

watch as the adults change over and settle back on the eggs. 

 

 After an hour of careful scanning of the loch Sally finally spots a Beaver 

swimming close to the shore across the loch. The beaver is hard to pick  

up as it glides through the water but once it breaks the cover of the shore 

and enters the open water we can see it clearly but sadly the direction  

it takes is directly away from us and so as it disappears into the distance,  

we decide to close the hide up and make our way back to the hotel.  

As we return to the car park we hear Woodcock over head. A bird is seen 



flying over the tree tops at speed, we all get a glimpse of the bird as  

it whizzes over us and wait for it to come back over, roding as the light fades. 

 

 We are all tired but chat as we make the return journey up the A9. Another 

fleeting view of a Tawny Owl as we drive is all we see before arriving back  

at out hotel. 

 

Day 5 Today we start the day by making our way north but we are aiming for the 

far west coast. The weather is looking good, just what we need for a day  

on the west. 

 

 Our first on route stop is for a brief comfort break but then it’s on to the 

huge Loch Glascarnoch. As we drive along the loch there does not seem  

to be much on the water but at the end we stop and scan the muddy edges 

to find Ringed Plover, Canada Geese, the only ones of the trip, and  

Red-breasted Merganser. Far in the distance Sally spots a White–tailed Eagle 

but sadly its high and going away from us and just too far for  

us to appreciate. At Loch Droma just down the road we have Greenshank 

and numerous bikers passing by and some road workers make us curious  

as they wander up and down the road with shovels, apparently in the middle 

of nowhere, presumably to clear the channels along the road.  

 

 Our next stop is Little Loch Broom, by now the sun is out and the sky  

is a brilliant clear blue. With the sun on our backs we stand and look out  

to see what we can see, the tide is perfect, the mudflats are fully exposed. 

We can hear Cuckoo calling behind us and between us spot numerous 

different waders. We have several Greenshank some well into their darker 

summer plumage, Dunlin, Ringed Plover, Curlew and Oystercatcher. On the 

water we see several Great Northern Divers and Red-breasted Mergansers. 

It’s a beautiful stop and so relaxing feeling the warmth of the sun whilst 

looking out at the beautiful bay. 

 

 Further along the road we stop to look out over Gruinard Island and talk 

about the fire that burnt most of the vegetation there just a few weeks 

earlier. The blackened island looks a sad sight. Out on the sea we scope 

several more Great Northern Divers but lunch is calling and we need a brief 

comfort stop in Aultbea. At the loos there is a plumber parked which fills  

us all with concern but a relief to us all that fortunately the toilets are 

functioning and he’s just fixing the hot water boiler! 

 

 We then move on to the beautiful and tucked away Laide Jetty where  

we pass a bank of stunning Primroses. Just as we arrive at the jetty we hear 

Whimbrel, we must have disturbed them but they don’t go far and as we sit 

and eat our lunch they come closer again. We all sit in the sun and enjoy our 

packed lunch. Sally is scanning with one hand and eating crisps with the other 



and suddenly shouts “Otter”. Once everyone is on it we watch as the Otter 

makes its way along the rocks, coming out briefly and then swimming right 

past us, onto another rock and then finally it disappears but what a thrill  

to see it. Out to sea we can see three Red-throated Divers in summer 

plumage and again several Great Northern Divers. A lone fisherman  

is watching the Otter which we now can’t see and then a lady comes down 

to strim the seaweed off the jetty. She tells us about the fire and shows  

us some images on her phone, the whole island was ablaze and nobody 

knows for sure what caused it. 

 

 Our final stop is the beautiful beach at Melon Udrigle. We see Ringed Plover 

here but best of all some great views of Red-throated Diver close in to the 

shore. Jean is scanning with her scope and picks up Black Guillemot in flight 

and a distant Bonxie, the only one of the trip. We reluctantly leave this 

beautiful spot and make our way back to the Cairngorms through some 

beautiful scenery after a fabulous day. 

 

Day 6 Well it’s an early start this morning but well worth the effort. Everyone 

gathers by the van at 6am and we drive a short distance to a nearby known 

Black Grouse lekking site. Hurrah!! There are seven birds out on the grassy 

knoll that they use to strut their stuff to attract the female birds or grey hens 

as they are known. We set up our scopes on a chilly and still morning, the 

very best conditions for viewing these stunning birds. Dawn is particularly 

enthralled by this sight, a very privileged view as the birds squabble and strut 

and then resume feeding. They fluctuate between relaxed feeding and then 

tense set too’s between each other. We can hear them bubbling and hissing 

in the still air and see their breath as they tense up and ‘face off’ with one 

another. As we watch the grouse, behind us in the willow scrub are very 

mobile groups of Redpoll and Willow Warbler. A distant Cuckoo calls and 

noisy Greylag Geese in the field below call to one another. Sally spots  

a couple of Mountain Hare feeding in the field with the grouse, an unusual 

sight as Mountain Hare are not usually spotted so easily or feeding in fields. 

We enjoy the grouse for 45 minutes or so before heading back to the hotel 

for breakfast and a warm up. 

 

 After breakfast we are off to the coast again, this time to the Black Isle.  

We have timed our arrival to catch the tide just right for the Dolphins and 

no sooner have we arrived than we start to see Dolphins leaping and rising 

out of the water. It is a beautiful calm morning and the sun is warming the air 

nicely, just blissful standing on the shore looking out to sea for Dolphins and 

feeling the sun on our faces. The sea is like a mill pond and the Bottlenose 

Dolphins are present for over an hour as we stand and watch them.  

Noisy Common Terns flit back and forth, Red-breasted Merganser drift  

by and Ringed Plover pass us too. 

 



 Our next stop is Udale Bay, a magnificent sweep of a bay that is fabulous for 

waders and wildfowl. We drive over the top of the Black Isle and descend  

to the bay to find that the tide is right in and that there aren’t many birds 

around. However we are treated to a large incoming and very noisy flock  

of Pink-footed Geese. A Lesser White-fronted Goose had been spotted 

recently amongst the Pink-feet but despite some careful scanning of the 

group we couldn’t find it. We drive on a little further and stop in a car park 

where we are visited by a pair of Eider who drift quietly by but close enough 

to give us an opportunity to see these splendid birds at close quarters, just 

divine! Out to see are a large group of Scaup, fabulous birds but just too far 

out to fully appreciate them. Also further out towards the oil platforms are 

Red-throated Diver, more Eider and Long-tailed Duck going into summer 

plumage. We decide this is a good place to have lunch and after we’ve eaten 

we move on to the delightful village of Cromarty where we spend half  

an hour visiting the various shops. 

 

 We return briefly to Udale to see if the dropping tide brings in any waders,  

a few Redshank and Ringed Plover but not enough to delay us for long. 

 

 We decide to press on and take a narrow road across the Black Isle that 

Sally hasn’t been on before. We climb up from the coast through a series  

of houses and steep hairpin bends held up only by a group of Peahens who 

think they own the road and won’t move to let us by. We take the Navity 

road back over the Black Isle to Rosemarkie to enjoy the views and then 

make our way back to Inverness and the A9. We leave the busy main road 

at Daviot to take the high road over into the Findhorn Valley. 

  

 As we drive we spot a Landrover parked on the road, it starts reversing 

towards us and Sally fears it hasn’t seen us and is going to reverse straight 

into us! Fortunately it doesn’t and just pulls off the road to let us by, the guy 

in the vehicle is stalking deer. We continue across this amazing barren 

landscape and discuss the impact of the wind turbines here on the birdlife 

and the pros and cons of the economical benefits of them. We meet a friend 

of Sally’s who is scanning for eagles but he has seen nothing so we move  

on and drop into the Findhorn Valley. We drive along to the end car park 

where a van and RSPB group are watching for eagles but they have had  

no luck. After five minutes we pick up an eagle on a distant ridge. Everyone 

manages to get a view though it is another of Sally’s now infamous distant 

views! We can, however, just see its white wing patches telling us it’s  

a juvenile bird. Another bird appears but it’s a buzzard and then a Raven 

pops into view. We persevere for another hour but see no more eagles but 

hear Ring Ouzel across the glen. We see Raven over the hillside opposite 

and Peter heads up the valley with his camera whilst Anne takes a walk.  

 



 We make our way back, on route Jean spots a gull harassing an Osprey and 

as we drive further we have another Osprey in a tree over the road, it flies 

as we approach and disappears from view. We stop the van get out but the 

bird is nowhere to be seen so we continue our journey back to the hotel. 

 

Day 7 We start our day up Station Road in Carrbridge to try and get another 

chance of seeing White-tailed Eagle. The weather looks good for eagles  

as the morning is warm and the skies are clear. We make our way up the 

road to the grassy knoll we had visited just a few days earlier and start 

scanning the hills and surrounding area. Sally picks up a distant Golden Eagle 

which is shortly joined by a second bird. We watch them both for a while 

before they disappear. We have a group of Redpolls overhead and they land 

in a nearby tree. Peter, as is his habit, has wandered away from us to take 

photos of the birds in the juniper. Dawn joins him and disappears from view 

in the thick scrubby bushes. Sally spots another bird way off, the views are 

pretty distant, this one particularly tricky as the bird is not only distant but  

in heat haze, but we can see it’s being mobbed, probably by a Raven and 

that it is clearly a White-tailed Eagle.  

 

 Below us in the field Peter and Anne watch the Brown Hares chasing each 

other whilst Sally continues to scan in the hope of a closer White-tailed 

Eagle. The hares are great fun, charging back and forward whilst we hear 

Curlew and Lapwing overhead with Greylag Geese calling and some very 

noisy Common Gulls. We leave our parking spot and are stopped along the 

road by Simon Eaves, everyone is delighted to see Simon but we can’t linger, 

we have things to do.   

 

 Not far along the road we pass another car who seem to recognize us, they 

stop as do we and the driver gets out and runs towards us, it’s a great friend 

of Sally’s she hasn’t seen for months, they have a quick excited exchange and 

then we continue on.  

 

 We head this time to Cairngorm mountain where we see a man we met 

yesterday at the loos in Fortrose and then again at the dolphins.  

We’ve enjoyed bumping into people all week, lots of friendly people.  

Our target at Cairngorm is the Ring Ouzel but sadly we are out of luck again. 

The work on the mountain must be disturbing for them. We leave the 

mountain feeling a bit deflated and head to Invereshie National Nature 

Reserve. Here we walk along the grassy forest track and up to the open 

hillside where we see the beautiful ancient Caledonian Pines scattered across 

the hillside. These huge pines are a really remote remnant of the ancient 

forest. As we walk the air is filled with Willow Warbler song and the 

constant chittering of Siskin. We see some beautiful patches of Wood 

Anemone and glorious Blaebery with their pink bell like flowers and almost 

luminous green leaves. As we make our way back to the van we hear 



Crossbill and spot a female high in a birch and then into a larch tree where  

it perches for some time for us all to view. We discuss whether it’s a Parrot 

Crossbill but conclude it’s not so a Scottish/Common Crossbill.  

 

 We eat our lunch in the sunny forest glade and Jean spots a beetle which 

turns out to be a Scavenger Water Beetle and we spy a False Morel 

mushroom on the gravelly ground.   

 

 We continue our day by heading back north and stop briefly in Mondhuie,  

a part of Abernethy reserve again in the hope of finding Crested Tit and 

Redstart neither of which have been seen well by Dawn or Peter. Instead  

we see Coal Tit and once again load’s of Willow Warblers. Our next stop  

is very different. We drive out to the open vistas of Dorback. Here we scan 

out and are visited by the ponies in the field who seem to be looking for  

a bit of attention and possibly a tit bit or two. Sally is determined to find  

us a White-tailed Eagle but the ponies are distracting her, but she does finds 

us our best sighting of Golden Eagle of the trip. Two birds circle over the hill 

for some time giving everyone chance to see the white marking of two 

immature birds. We hear Black Grouse over on the hillside and finally Sally 

picks a distant bird up in her scope, its barely discernable but it is a Black 

Grouse, we can all just about manage to see that. 

 

 We are running out of birding time but Sally has one last target bird for the 

trip so we discuss our options and Peter is decisive about what he wants  

to do, we are all pleased to continue to our next destination of Lochindorb 

but time is tight so Sally makes a rule that we will only stop for White-tailed 

Eagle, Hen Harrier or Short-eared Owl, as we approach the junction to the 

loch, Peter shouts he’s got something and it’s a Short-eared Owl!!! Great 

excitement and mayhem follows but we are stopped somewhere  

we shouldn’t be, in a layby, and Peter is struggling to open his window and 

Jean is trying to take a photo and everyone is trying to get a view!!  

 

 Eventually Sally moves the van and parks and we can still all see the owl 

really well. We watch for a few minutes before the owl flies off.  

We continue towards the loch, scanning as we go we head straight to the far 

end of the loch. We can see Greylag Geese and a couple of Mallards and 

folk in a kajak and two people on the island so the divers we are hoping  

to see won’t be anywhere near them. Again the air is filled with the calls  

of Oystercatchers and Lapwing. Sally thinks she’s found the divers, two 

distant loafing birds which is disappointing because we can’t really see what 

they are and we almost give up hope of seeing anything but we have one 

last sweep of the loch with the scope and hurrah, at the far side a stunning 

Black-throated Diver is cruising along the edge of the loch. It is feeding  

 



 so at times diffcult to follow but we all enjoy some great scope views for half 

an hour before we decide its time to head back to the hotel for our final 

meal together. 

 

Day 8 We say our goodbyes to one another and to Iain and Elaine who have 

looked after us so well at the hotel and all head in our separate directions, 

hoping to meet again on further holidays in the future. 

 

Favourite Species 

Anne The divers in breeding plumage 

Dawn Seeing the Ospreys on the nest and the Badgers and Pine Marten 

Peter Osprey on the nest and Brown Hare 

Jean Red-throated Diver and the Mountain Hare on Cairngorm 

John Red Squirrel and Whinchat 

Sally Whinchat 

 

Favourite Place 

John Old Spey Bridge watching the Dippers 

Peter Chanonry Point watching the Dolphins 

Anne Being in the Forest and the hotel 

Jean The Laide Jetty, so quiet and lovely 

Dawn Invereshie Forest and the mountain area 

Sally Laide Jetty in the sun 

 

Magic Moment 

Jean Seeing my first ever Badger at the hide 

Dawn The Black Grouse lek ‘It was fascinating’ 

Peter Spotting and watching the Short-eared Owl, took me totally by 

surprise 

John Seeing the Short-eared Owl 

Anne Spotting the Slavonian Grebe just before we were about to leave 

Sally The Otter during our lunch break 

 

 

 

  



BIRDS 

Mute Swan 

Pink-footed Goose 

Greylag Goose 

Canada Goose 

Shelduck 

Mallard 

Shoveler 

Wigeon 

Teal 

Scaup 

Tufted Duck 

Ring-necked Duck 

Eider 

Common Scoter 

Long-tailed Duck 

Goldeneye 

Goosesander 

Red-Breasted Merganser 

Red Grouse 

Black Grouse 

Red-legged Partridge 

Pheasant 

Red-throated Diver 

Black-throated Diver 

Great Northern Diver 

White Billed Diver 

Great Crested Grebe 

Little Grebe 

Slavonian Grebe 

Fulmar 

Gannet 

Cormorant 

Shag 

Grey Heron 

White-tailed Eagle 

Osprey 

Golden Eagle 

Red Kite 

Common Buzzard 

Kestrel 

Peregrine 

Moorhen 

Coot 

Oystercatcher 

 

Ringed Plover 

Golden Plover 

Lapwing 

Purple Sandpiper 

Turnstone 

Dunlin 

Common Sandpiper 

Redshank 

Greenshank 

Curlew 

Whimbrel 

Woodcock 

Snipe 

Great Skua 

Black-headed Gull 

Common Gull 

Herring Gull 

Great Black-backed Gull 

Lesser Black-backed Gull 

Kittiwake 

Sandwich Tern 

Common Tern 

Black Guillemot 

Guillemot 

Razorbill 

Rock Dove 

Woodpigeon 

Collared Dove 

Cuckoo 

Short-eared Owl 

Tawny Owl 

Great Spotted Woodpecker 

Skylark 

Sand Martin 

Swallow 

Meadow Pipit 

Tree Pipit 

Pied Wagtail 

White Wagtail 

Grey Wagtail 

Dipper 

Dunnock 

Robin 

Redstart 



Wheatear 

Whinchat 

Stonechat 

Song Thrush 

Mistle Thrush 

Blackbird 

Ring Ouzel (H) 

Blackcap (H) 

Willow Warbler 

Chiffchaff (H) 

Goldcrest 

Wren 

Great Tit 

Coal Tit 

Blue Tit 

Crested Tit 

Long-tailed Tit 

Treecreeper 

Jackdaw 

Rook 

Carrion Crow 

Hooded Crow 

Raven 

Starling 

House Sparrow 

Tree Sparrow 

Chaffinch 

Linnet 

Redpoll 

Goldfinch 

Greenfinch 

Siskin 

Bullfinch 

Crossbill Sp 

Yellowhammer 

124 Species!! 

 

MAMMALS 

Badger 

Otter 

Pine Marten 

Grey Seal 

Commom Seal 

Bottlenose Dolphin 

Roe Deer 

Red Deer 

Fallow Deer 

Feral Goat 

Red Squirrel 

Wood Mouse 

Brown Hare 

Mountain Hare 

Rabbit 

European Beaver 

 

OTHER THINGS 

Scavenger Water Beetle 

Small Tortoiseshell 

Peacock Butterfly 

False Morel 

 

 


